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The Zr( Li, 3 ny) 'Tc reaction has been used in conjunction with pulsed-beam y, y-y coincidence, and y
angular distribution measurements to investigate a proposed ((g9/2)'p„, ]17/2 isomer in "Tc.The isomeric
level was found at 2185 keV on the basis of its decay properties and lifetime. The mean lifetime of the 17/2
isomeric level was measured to be r = 15.2~1.0 p,sec. The level decays by a 39.7-keV E2 branch (73.7+ 1.0%)
to the 2145-keV 13/2 level and by a 750.7-keV M2/E3 branch (26.3~1.0%) to the 1434-keV 13/2+ level.
An experimental B(E2) [17/2 —F13/2 ] = 11.4~0.9 e'fm is obtained for the E2 branch, impyling an
effective charge of e~ = 2.49~0.10. To explore possible parity mixing between the nearly degenerate 17/2 and
17/2+ levels, the precise energy separation of these levels was measured to be 0.44+0.02 keV. On the basis of
the observed decay properties, the parity nonconserving matrix element ~(17/2+Jr„~l7/2 )[ was determined
-to be less than 0.34 eV.

NUCLEAR REACTIONS Zr( Li, Sn) Ei; = 34 MeV pulsed beam; measured y-y
coincidence; deduced levels in Tc; measured y(B, t); deduced 1'&~, B(E2),

effective charges, parity mixing. Enriched target, Ge(Li), Si(Li) detectors.

INTRODUCTION

In the mass-90 region of nuclides the N= 50
(closed neutron shell) isotones provide an attrac-
tive testing ground for nuclear shell model calcu-
lations. A number of theoretical calculations have
been published over the years, '' all of which con-
sider valence protons in the 2P, /, and 1&g/2 orbit-
als, outside an inert '„'Sr„core. Most of the cal-
culations have attempted to reproduce experimen-
tal energy levels and binding energies using an un-
restricted two-body effective interaction; differ-
ences between them arise primarily from the
amount of experimental data considered. The
most recent theoretical study' includes available
experimental data on E2 transition rates as well as
energy levels in the N= 50 isotones. Electromag-
netic matrix elements provide a more rigorous
test of the purity of configuration assignments
since the single-particle matrix elements are sen-
sitive to many types of small admixtures.

The present experiment, using the ( Li, 3rty) re-
action, was undertaken with the aim of determin-
ing the energy and E2 transition rate for a pro-
posed" ~ - ~ isomeric transition in 'Tc. Pre-
cise values for the lifetime and energy of this iso-
mer, expected to be the [(g, )/'s,P]/v' state, were
determined as well as the energies and branching
ratios of the decay y rays. In the previous (a,
p2ny) work of Grecescu, Nilsson, and Harms-
Ringdahl, ' delayed cascade y rays in the 1- to 10-
gsec range had been observed although the energy
and lifetime of the isomer have not been estab-
lished. The present experimental results includ-
ing the E2 transition strength and effective charge

are interpreted in terms of the Py/2 pg/2 shell
model description of "Tc. A preliminary report
of the present measurements has been published. '
Most of the "Tc energy levels and spin assign-
ments for low spin states have been established in

previous experiments. '
In the present experiment, it was discovered

that the ~ isomeric level in "Tc is nearly degen-
erate with the prompt &' level. This near degen-
eracy suggests the possibility of observing a sig-
nificant parity admixture in the ~ level since the
admixed amplitude for a given parity-nonconserv-
ing matrix element is increased by a small energy
denominator. A precision measurement of the en-
ergy separation was made from the energy spectra
of the delayed and prompt decay y rays; the ~
level was determined to lie 0.44+0.02 keV above
the & level. By taking advantage of the relative
enhancement of the y-transition strength for the
parity-forbidden component compared to that of the
parity-allowed component, the present experiment
places an upper limit on the parity-nonconserving
matrix element )(&' (Hr„( vv )( which is less than
the j( s (Hp„( s') ( value obtained in the recent par-
ity-mixing experiment for "F by Adelberger e& &.'

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Levels in 'Tc were populated by means of the
cZr(sLi, 3n) 'Tc reaction. A 34-MeV Li (3+)

beam, obtained from the Stony Brook FN Tandem
Van de Graaff accelerator, was incident on an iso-
topically enriched thick metallic Zr target. De-
excitation y rays were detected using both large
volume Ge(Li) detectors and a Si(LI) detector,
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FIG. i. Delayed Ge(Li) y spectra from the Zr+ Li reaction integrated over 6.3-10.9- and 11.3-15.9-p, sec time
regions. In addition to prays from Tc, delayed transitions are seen from the )3 decay of ~4Tc to +Mo [D. C. Kocher,
Nucl. Data B10,241 (1973)j, the P decay of Tc to Mo, and the I~g2 =6.9-h isomeric decay in Mo [D. C. Kocher,
Nucl. Data B8, 527 (1972)].

with typical energy resolutions of -3 keV full width
at half maximum (FWHM) and 180 eV FWHM, re-
spectively. Lifetimes were measured using a
pulsed beam and information regarding the level
scheme and decay properties was obtained by
means of y-y coincidence measurements. The ex-
perimental techniques employed here were similar
to those used in a previously reported study' of
"Nb and "Zr. As pointed out in that paper, the
('Li, Sn} fusion-evaporation reaction favors popu-
lation of high spin states in the residual nucleus.
The dominant decay mode of these states is via
stretched y-ray cascades down through the yrast
levels (states of lowest energy for a given spin).

The delayed y-ray spectra mere obtained using
a pulsed 'Li beam having a pulse width -5 nsec
FWHM and a pulse repetition period of 16 p sec.
A typical system time resolution was -8 nsec
FWHM over a large dynamic range. These mea-
surements were made using both Ge(Li} and Si(Li)
detectors and therefore covered an energy range
from -20 keV up to -3 MeV. Time spectra were
generated using a time-to-amplitude coverter
(TAC); delayed (energy) spectra were obtained by
gating the linear energy signals mith time windows
set on the TAG spectrum. Lifetimes for dela. yed
y rays were obtained from the relative intensities
of photopeaks in different time regions, such as
shown in Figs. 1 and 2 for the Ge(Li) and Si(Li)
spectra, respectively. For lifetimes in the p.sec
range, this method of measurement was found to
be preferable to direct measurement of the expo-
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FIG. 2. Delayed Si(Li) p spectra from the Zr+ Li
reaction integrated over 1.8-7.0- and 7.9-12.8-p sec
time regions. The 50.3-keV p ray originates from a
Tf/2=3. 8-@sec isomer in Nb (Ref. 7).

nential decay curve because of the greater ease
with which background could be subtracted. Al-
though expected to be substantially attenuated, an-
gular distributions of the delayed y rays were also
determined; yield measurements were made at 0',
45', and 90' to obtain intensities and branching
ratios for the isomeric decay. The relative detec-
tion efficiency vs energy for the Ge(Li) detectors,
in the particula, r geometry of the experiment, was
known from ancillary measurements.
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IO- "z (' TABLE I. Summary of the decay properties of high-
spin states in Tc obtained from the present experiment.
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Standard techniques were employed for the y-y
coincidence measurements with two Ge(Li) detec-
tors. Energy windows were electronically set on a
few selected y rays in "Tc; events in coincidence
with the 1434- and 1516-keV y rays are shown in
Fig. 3. The random coincidences were negligible
and Compton background subtractions were includ-
ed in the analysis.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

On the basis of the above measurements, the
lifetime and energy of the ~ isomeric level in
"Tc have been established together with the ener-
gies and branching ratios of the decay y rays. The
remainder of the y-ray decay scheme established
on the basis of the present y-y coincidence results,
is consistent with the data presented in Ref. 3. The
results are summarized in Table I and Fig. 4.

A cascade of transitions 350-751-1434 keV is
clearly seen, with the order being established by
the relative intensities of the lines extracted from
both singles and coincidence spectra. The angular
distribution data of Grecescu et al. ,' together with
the fact that all of these transitions are fast (v &5
ns), strongly suggest a stretched E2 cascade:
v'+(2534 keV) -&+(2185 keV) - v'+(1434 keV) -y
(g.s.).

Two other coincident pairs of y rays were seen,
the 711-1434-keV and 629-1516-keV transitions,
both originating in the & level at 2145 keV. The
branching ratios for decay of the ~ level, obtained
in the present work from the measured relative
yields of the delayed components of these transi-
tions, are 32% to the T' (1516 keV) level and 68%
to the v" (1434 keV) level.

The pulsed-beam delayed y-ray measurements,
using a Ge(Li) detector, showed that the following
transitions all exhibit delayed components: 1516,
1434, 751, 711, and 629 keV (see Fig. 1). A con-
sistent lifetime was obtained for all of these y rays
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FIG. 3. The p-ray singles spectrum from the 9 Zr+ Li
reaction and p-y coincidence spectra for gates on the

Tc 1434- and 1516-keV p transitions.
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FIG. 4. The decay scheme for 9 Tc from the present
work. The isomeric decay is indicated on the left hand
side. Branching ratios and p-ray energies are given in
Table I.

for several runs covering different time regions
over the 16-psec pulsing period. The resulting
mean lifetime is T=15.2 +1.0 @sec. A prompt
component was also evident in each case, indicat-
ing that none of the above transitions is the prima-
ry isomeric decay y ray. Finally, using a Si(Li)
detector and the same pulsed-beam technique, a
delayed transition of energy 39.7 +0.1 keV which
had a lifetime consistent with the above result, was
observed (see Fig. 2). This 39.7-keV line did not
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+ parity —parity

exhibit a prompt component.
The present lifetime measurement is consistent

with the decay time range of the delayed y rays
quoted by Grecescu et al. ' on the basis of their
pulsed-beam measurements. They proposed a spin
assignment of ~ for an isomeric level and gave it
a very tentative energy assignment of 2215 keV,
based on their observation of a weak 70.0-keV
transition. This transition was not, however,
clearly delayed nor was it of the expected intensity.
The present results permit a definite assignment
of 2185 keV for the excitation energy of the iso-
meric state and confirm the ~ spin assignment on
the basis of the observed lifetime and decay
scheme. An attempt to measure the magnetic mo-
ment of the isomeric state, using the ('Li, 3n) re-
action, proved unsuccessful due to spin alignment
losses in the thick Zr target. However, a pre-
liminary value of g=1.301 +0.015 was obtained us-
ing the "Rb("C,4n)"Tc reaction on a liquid target. '
This value is consistent with an assumed

[(g9~,)48'p, ~,] ~v7 proton structure of the isomeric
state.

Branching ratios for the decay of the ~ isomer
were obtained from the intensities of the 629-,
'ill-, and 751-keV y rays. The results are '?4%

for the 39.'f-keV v (2185 keV) - v' (2145 keV)
transition and 26/g for the 'l51-keV ~ (2185 keV)- v" (1434 keV) transition. The prompt component
in the 751-keV y ray is associated with the 7+

(2185 keV) —T"(1434 keV) transition. Thus, the
and ~' states are nearly degenerate.

To complete the level scheme for "Tc, and for
the evaluation of the parity-nonconserving matrix
element (see discussion), it was necessary to ob-
tain a precise determination of the ordering and

energy separation of the & and &' states. For
this purpose, a careful comparison was made of
the prompt and delayed components of the 751-keV
transition, which were recorded simultaneously.
The measured centroid of the delayed transition
was 0.44 +0.02 keV above that for the prompt tran-
sition assuming each component to be a single
Gaussian line; these results are quoted in Table I
and Fig. 4. From the measured width of the de-
layed line, there was no evidence for a delayed
component of the ~' -&' transition, as would re-
sult from a 0.44-keV ~ -&' E1 decay branch.
However, the possibility of an E1 decay branch of
less than V% cannot be ruled out on the basis of a
fit with two Gaussians for the delayed line com-
ponent. Using the two Gaussian fit for an assumed
'7/0 E1 branch, the measured energy separation
would be increased to only 0.54 +0.08 keV.
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FIG. 5. Comparison of experimental and theoretical
energy levels for NTc. The spins are indicated by 2&.
The experimental information is from the present exper-
iment and Refs. 3 and 5. The theoretical levels frere
obtained in the total-energy fit calculation of Gloeckner
and Serduke, Ref. 2.

DISCUSSION

A. B(E2) values and energy levels

The low-lying levels of "Tc can be described by
the proton configurations [(g, y, )'(P, g,)']J+ and

(g, ~,)'J' for the positive parity levels and

[(g,&,)'p, ~,P for the negative parity levels. The
results of the most recent energy level calculation
in which the effective two-body matrix elements and
single-particle energies were fit to levels of sev-
eral N=50 nuclei' are shown in Fig. 5 together with
the experimental level scheme. The excellent
agreement between theory and experiment indi-
cates that go~, -pg, is an adequate model space on
which to base a study of the processes that go into
building up the effective interaction and electro-
magnetic matrix elements. The experimental "Tc
E2 matrix elements are discussed below in terms
of the effective proton charge and compared with
the results of other %=50 nuclei. In Sec. B we
discuss the possibility of parity admixture for the
nearly degenerate & and &' states.

The B(E2) values for the v -~ transition ob-
tained from the present experiment and for the
~+- ~' transition obtained from the lifetime exper-
iment of Schneider, Gonsoir, and Q6nther are
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B(E2)[T - Y~ ]=11.4+0.9 e'fm', B. Parity admixture of the 2 and —, ' levels

B(E2)[2v"- &"] =65.9 +3.0 e'fm'.

The total internal conversion coefficients (ICC)
needed for these B(E2) evaluations were interpo-
lated from the tables of Hager and Seltzer'; ICC
=34.1 for ~2 -v (E&=39.7 keV) and ICC=0.015
for 2&"- 1T" (E& =350 keV). The errors for the
B(E2) values include a 5% uncertainty allowed for
in the ICC.

An interesting and useful result of exact shell
model calculations for the N = 50 nuclei is that the
matrix elements that are off diagonal in seniority
are relatively very sma, ll. ' This means that these
wave functions are composed mostly of the lowest
possible seniority components. For example, the

and ~ wave functions have the configurations

[(g9/2} 2-2 0 1 Pl /2) T

and

From these wave functions, the T -T B(E2}can
be easily calculated as B(E2)[T -T ) =1.84 e2'fm'.
A radial matrix element of (g9/2lr lg9/2) = 26.0 fm
was used in this calculation which is the same as
that recently used by Qloeckner et al. ' Comparing
the theoretical and experimental B(E2) values, a
proton effective charge of e~ =2.49 +0.10 is needed
for the 'Tc ~ -~ transition. The additionalpro-
ton charge, ~e~=e~-1=1.49, is nearly twice as
large as the best fit value of 5e~ =0.72 obtained by
Gloeckner for the even-even N=50 nuclei' and
about three times larger than the value of &e~ =0.45
needed for the "Nb ~ -~ transition. ' These
state dependent differences may arise from admix-
tures involving the excited 2p2/2 and If2/2 hole or-
bitals. A reason for the large effective charge for
the ~ -Y transition in 9 Tc is perhaps related to
the fact that the small theoretical B(E2) value may
result in a greater sensitivity to configuration ad-
mixtures including small v =4 components.

The calculated' ~Tc T"-1&"B(E2) value is 23.1

e~ fm . Comparing this with the experimental val-
ue of 65.8 +4.0 e'fm', the proton effective charge
is e~ =1.69 in good agreement with the average val-
ue obtained from the even-even N= 50 nuclei (e2
=1.72). In the discussion of the parity admixture
in the next section, a calculated value for the ~+- v2+ B(E2) is required. From the proton effective
charge systematics, this B(E2) can be reliably
calculated as B(E2)[1T"-1T"] = 40.0 e22 fm' = 114
8'fm' with e~ =1.69.

In the present experiment the ~ and &' states
in "Tc have been found to lie very close; LhE

=E(~& }—E(&+) =0.44 +0.02 keV. Because of this,
the admixture of these two levels via a weak par-
ity-nonconserving (PN) nucleon-nucleon force"
may be relatively much larger than in similar
cases which have been studied. ' " The PN inter-
action is a small perturbation and the wave func-
tion of the isomeric 2185-keV level can be written
as

l

17 ) l
12- ) + ~ l

17+)

where

and ~ denotes the parity admixed isomeric level.
The parity admixed ~' component of the isomer-

ic level permits an E2 decay of 751 keV to the
1434-keV ~3+ state; M2 or E3 multipolarities are
the allowed decay transitions to the ~' state for
the normal ~ component. Upper limits for these
decay modes can be obtained from the lifetime and
branching ratio of the 2185-keV & level;

B(E2) ~6.3x10 ' e'fm'=2. 5x10 W.u. ,

B(M2) ~ (5.8 x 10 ') i2» fm' = 1.7 x 10 W.u. ,

B(E3) &2.4x102 e'fm'=4. 7xl0 ' W.u. ,

where W.u. is the Weisskopf unit. " To obtainthese
values, in each case the transition is assumed to
be a pure multipole. The fact that mixing may
occur makes these values upper limits.

Using the calculated B(E2) value for the &'- &"
transition given in Sec. A, the following relation is
obtained:

B(E2)[12 12+
] ~2B(E2)[17+ 12+

]

= 114(y g fm ~6.3 x10 g fm

Thus,
I& 7' l&2NI Y ) I 7 4xl0 9

and

l(v'llfp„lY )l ~0.34 ev

with

~E =0.44+0.02 keV.

The possible T -1T+ El branch (~7%}discussed
in the experimental section does not significantly
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alter this value because the resulting changes in
the energy denominator and the branching ratio of
the E2 decay cancel each other.

The ~ -~' transition is very sensitive to the
amplitude a because the single-particle rate of an
E2 transition which represents the decay of the
parity-nonconserving component is 70 times great-
er (W.u.} than an M2 transition rate and 2 x 10'
times greater than an E3 transition rate for a 'l51-
keV y ray. In addition, the E2 component is en-
hanced due to the configuration of the states in-
volved {B(E2}[&+- &'] =4.6 W.u. j, and the M2 and
E3 decays are hindered since within the gg/2 Py/p
shell the & -~' matrix elements are proportional
to (g, g, ~~M2 or E3~~p, ~, ) which is j forbidden. M2
and E3 strength can arise from admixtures outside
this model space but these are difficult to calculate.
An experimental estimate for the B(E3}could be
taken from the known value" for a similarly for-
bidden 8' - 5 transition in ' Zr:

B(E3}['OZr, 8'- 5 ] = 31 +3 e' fm'

=(6.3+0.6}x10 ' W.u.

Since the present upper limit in "Tc is a factor of
7 larger than the ' Zr value, it seems unlikely that

the &
-&' transition is purely E3. No M2 strength

between similar orbitals in this mass region is
known experimentally.

To experimentally determine a definite value or
a better upper limit for the parity admixture, cir-
cular polarization measurements of the delayed
'751-keV transition would be necessary. The upper
limit of 0.34 eV for the parity-nonconserving ma-
trix element

~
(&" ~Hr„~ & )

~
is of interest in itself

since it is of the same order of magnitude as theo-
retical estimates. " This result for "Tc is smaller
than ~(2 (Hr„[ —,') (=0.9+0.45 eV recently obtained
by Adelberger e t al. ' for the 2 and &' states in
"F. Since the geometrical overlap between the ~+
and ~ states in 'Tc, which involves a proton
change from 1g, /, to 2P]/2 is less than that for the
"F case, this comparison is not unexpected. The
shell model wave functions for the ~ and ~+
states in "Tc are quite simple, as shown in Sec.
A, and detailed calculations of the ( ~' ~H~„~ ~ )
matrix element would be interesting and perhaps
relatively straightforward to carry out.

Qofe gdded in proof: Estimates of the total 1CC

by G. T. Emery for E1, M2, and possible parity-ad-
mixed M1 components of the &

-~' 0.44-keV tran-
sition are consistent with the observed branch of
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